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Abstract 
Lean manufacturing represents a set of tools and a stepwise strategy for achieving smooth, predictable product flow, maxi- 

mum product flexibility, and minimum system waste. While lean manufacturing principles have been s~~ccessfully applied to 
some components of the secondary wood proclucts val~ie stream (e.g., moulding, turning, assembly, and finishing), the rough mill 
is perceived as a barrier to such an application. This study investigated the inlplementation of lean manufacturing in the rough 
mill as well as perfomlance measurement and ~netrics at both the rough mill and overall business level. Key manufacturing as 
well as overall business-related inetrics were benchmarked. Data were collected froin a nationwide survey of secondary wood 
processing facilities. Notable findings of this study include: 1 )  the average seconda~y wood products manufacturer holds a 
combined total of greater than 500,000 board feet in dry lumber and ripped-chopped parts inventory; 2 )  the average order-to- 
delivery lead time was calculated at 23 days; 3 ) a statistically significant difference of approximately 10 days was detected when 
comparing mean lead times between companies involved in lean manufacturing ( 1  9 days) and those not involved in lean manu- 
facturing (28 days); and 4) rough mill related barriers to lean inan~ifacturing implementation included perfo~lnance measure- 
ment, machinery constraints, and inability to control "off spec" production. Lean manufacturing concepts appear to be taking 
hold in the secondary industry and study re s~~ l t s  reveal that conlpanies involved in lean manufacturing are shortening order-to- 
delivery lead times. tloivever, not ~lnlike other industries, there is evidence of a variety of barriers to full implenlentation in the 
secondary wood products industry. 

T h e  rough inill represents the first step in the lumber 
breakdown process in secondary wood products manufactur- 
ing, which includes prod~lcts such as wood furniture. cabinets, 
flooring, turnings, mouldings, and millwork. In the typical 
rough mill, kiln-dried lun~ber is planed and then sawn (ripped 
add chopped/crosscut) into parts of varying sizes to be used in 
the manufacture of more co~nplex products farther down the 
value stream. Perhaps Inore importantly, the ro~lgh mill is a 
shared resource and, therefore, the effects caused by changes 
in demand are felt quite strongly there. As a result, manufac- 
turing flexibility is an i~nportant issue in the rough mill, par- 
ticularly as demand becotnes increasingly variable amid cus- 
tomer requests h r  shorter order-to-delivery lead times. 

Model-n rough 111iIls typically follow an optimized "scan- 
rip-scan-crosscut" configuration in which planed and dried 
lurnber is first scanned with lasers to detcrn~inc the lumber 
width. The width of the lumber and preprograrnmed part 
width priorities are then used to determine the location along 
the width of the multiple-blade saw arbor tvkcrc the lumber 

should be inp~lt to obtain the highest yield in ripped parts. 
Ripped parts are then conveyed to either a manual defect 
marking station, where humans mark thc location of defects 
with fluorescent markers to be detected by scanners control- 
ling crosscut saws, or directly to an autoillatic defect scanner/ 
crosscut process. In both processes, rnanual and autonlatic, a 
system is used to identify defects and provide data, which arc 
then used in conjunction with part length priorities to control 
crosscut locations. Parts of various widths and lengths are 
then distlibutcd to separate conveyors where they arc typi- 
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cally manually offloaded and stacked for flirther downstream 
processing. 

Past research dedicated to improbing rough mill operations 
has focused primarily on optimizing rough mill yield based on 
lunlber grade and cutting requirements.'-'-'~4 However. much 
of this nork, while helpful in improving rough mill efficiency, 
does not consider the dynamic nature of downstream demand 
for parts produced in the rough mill and the impact of that 
changing demand on the rough mill. In other words, it is pos- 
sible to achieve an overall high part yield, while the parts pro- 
duced may or may not supply any real or immediate demand, 
which negatively affects man~tfacturing flexibility down- 
stream. 

Lean manufacturing offers a set of tools and techniques as 
well as a systen~atic approach for eliminating manufacturing 
waste and increasing manufacturing flexibility, while creating 
a continuous improvement-based organizational culture. In 
this context, waste reduction considers not only material re- 
lated waste, butall manufacturing waste as defined by Rother 
and shook.' These wastes include: overproduction, defects, 
excess inventory, waiting, excessive transportation, wasted 
motion, and inappropriate processing. Full implementation of 
lean manufacturing involves changes in approach to human 
resource management, perforrnance measurement, informa- 
tion flow, and cost accountifig procedures, all of which can 
influence strategic decision making. 

It is hypothesi~ed that the modern rough mill is inflexible 
with respect to today's variable customer demand. Moreover, 
this inflexibility is believed to be evidenced by a lack of inte- 
gration of innovative concepts in the rough mill such as those 
offered by lean manufacturing. Factors affecting rough mill 
flexibility could include n~isaligmnent between organization- 
al goals and perfornlance measureinent in the rough mill and 
misallocation of functioils with respect to people and technol- 
ogy. More information is needed regarding key performance 
measures and the rate of implementation of lean manufactur- 
ing concepts in the rough mill and secondary wood products 
industry. 

Objectives 
The goal of this study was to determine the current state of 

the typical rough mill with respect to implementation of lean 
manufacturing concepts and techniques. The specific objec- 
tives of this work were to: 1) benchmark lean manufacturing 
related statistics including order-to-delivery lead time, inven- 
tory levels, and demand variability; and 2) assess the indus- 
try's perspective on manufacturing waste and perforrnance 

related to objectives 1 and 2. The sample frame. constructed 
from a master list of approximately 5,500 subscribers to Iffool/ 
& H'ond Pr-od~tc.f.c .kfc!gnzine, included a 1 ariety of secondary 
wood prod~icts manufacturing companies. Sample selection 
was limited to manufacturitlg facilities employing 50 or rnore 
people and those listed as producers of furniture, cabinets, 
flooring, dimension,'co~nponent products, and rno~lldingi 
millwork. After 2 mailings. a total of 258 of 2,500 question- 
naires were returned, resulting in a response rate of 10.3 per- 
cent. Of those, 145 contained usable responses. The remain- 
ing 1 13 responding facilities performed operations not 
relevant to the study. The respondent breakdown by sector is 
as follows: cabinets ( i f l ) ,  furniture (upholstered and non- 
upholstered) (39),  mouldingtmillwork (341, dimension1 
components (26), and flooring (5). 

Due to the small flooring sample size, a degree of caution 
should be used when making inferences about the flooring 
industry based on these data. However, due to the relative 
small number of flooring manufacturers in comparison to the 
other sectors of interest, the flooring ind~~stry 's  contribution to 
the overall sample might be considered in proportion with the 
other sectors st~idied. That is, a relatively smaller industry sec- 
tor 111ight be expected to contribute fewer responses with re- 
spect to the overall secondary manufacturing industry. 

The survey questionnaire was developed with help from 
faculty nlenlbers at Virginia Tech and USDA Forest Service 
personnel. In addition, a pre-test of the questionnaire was con- 
d~lcted with six secondaly wood products producing films 
(one from each segment of interest) ranging from operations 
possessing little to no fonnal knowledge of lean manufactur- 
ing to one firm entering its fifth year of lean implementation. 
Final adjustmcnts were made primarily to question wording 
prior to mailing. 

Respondent job titles reflected, in general, senior to mid- 
level management. Responses were split roughly equally be- 
tween the following job titles: chief executive officer, presi- 
dent, vice president of manufacturingioperations, general 
manager, chief operations officer, productioniplant manager, 
and industria1,'productioniprocess engineer. Other less fre- 
quently listed job titles included: continuous improvement co- 
ordinator, kaizen leader, and Six Sigma black belt. 

Results and discussion 
measurement. Responses were split roughly 501'50 between conlpanies 

Methods identifying themselves as a single-facility operation and those 
indicating that their plants were part of a multiple-facility 

A nationwide mail survey of secondary wood products company. Mean ann~lal sales were calculated at $40 million 
manufacturers was conducted in March 2004 to collect data for the (Fig. ). -. 
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Figure I. - Mean annual sales by industry sector (n = 129). 

Employees 

Figure 2. - Mean employment by industry sector (n = 144). 

Product Line Complexity 

Figure 3. - Mean number of rough mi l  SKUs by industry 
sector (n = 86). 

in lutnber and parts), while upholstered furniture and cabinet 
producers held the least total inventory of the sample at 
roughly 1 10 MBF and 195 MBF. respectively. Study results 
suggest that the cabinet and upholstered furniture industries 
are implementing lean manufacturing at perhaps a higher rate 
than other sectors of the secondary industry. The inouldingi 
millwork sector and the flooring sector both reported holding 
more volume in ripped-cl~opped parts than in dty lumber. This 
could be an indication of outsourced cut stock in those sectors 
or the presence of spec~fic bottlenecks downstrea1-71 from the 
rough tnill. 

When asked what percentage of their ripped-chopped past 
inventory could be classified as "high demand" or "products 
representing a majority of custon~er demand." the average re- 
spondent reported a talue of 66 percent. Respotises to this 
question ranged from a low mean of 30 percent in the flooring 
sector to a high of 7 1 percent In the moulding,'~l~illwork sector. 
Mean percentages for the remaining industry sectors were: 59 

Figure 4. - Dry lumber and ripped-chopped parts inventories 
by industry sector. 

percent (upholstered furniture), 66 percent (cabinets), 66 per- 
cent (non-upholstered furniture), and 67 percent (dimension/ 
components) representing "high demand" parts. 

Respondents were asked to indicate their average order-to- 
delivery lead time in days. An overall mean of 23 days was 
calculated for the sample (Fig. 5). Shtdy participants were 
asked to indicate the status of outsourcing products/produc- 
tion ill their facilities over the past 5-year period. A majority 
of respondents reported either an increase or no change in out- 
sourcing. Of those respondents reporting an increase in out- 
sourcing over the previous 5 years, the average rate of in- 
crease was calculated at 50 percent. Comparatively, those re- 
porting a decrease in outsourcing, on average, saw 
outsourcing decrease by 15 percent in their facilities. 

Lean manufacturing 

Study participants were asked whether their facility was in- 
volved in implementing lean manufacturing at the time of the 
study. Overall, a majority of conipanies (55%) indicated that 
they were implementing lean ~nanufacturing at the time of the 
study. The industry sectors indicating a majority of companies 
"involved" in lean manufacturing were: cabinets (56%) and 
upholstered furniture (7 1 %). The remaining sectors, mould- 
ing/millwork, non-upholstered furniture, dimension/compon- 
ents, and flooring reported 63,53,53, and 50 percent of com- 
panies, respectively, "not involved in lean manufacturing at 
the time of the study. The average responding company cur- 
rently involved in lean rnanufacturing had begun their lean 
transformation roughly 30 months prior to the time of study. 

Interestingly, of those respondents involved in lean imple- 
mentation, a majority (83%) characterized their rough mill as 
"not lean." ?Vhen asked what was preventing the implemen- 
tation of lean manufacturing in the rough mill, respondents 
cited several constraints: 

* inflexible machinery, 

forecasting paradigm, 

too much focus on yield and not enough on demand, 

6 performance measurerncnt constraints, 

e long changeover times, 

e inability to control production "off fall" or residues, 

* variability of demand. 

Responses were varicd when asked, "What would you cite as 
your rnain motivation for beginning implementation of lean 
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Order to Delivery Lead Time Table 1. - ANOVA lead time comparison, ANOVA dried lum- 

Figure 5. - Lead time (days) by industry sector (n = 127). 

manufacturing in this facility?" However, a plurality of re- 
spondents tloted "cost reduction" as a significant motivator. 
Other responses included: "necessary to remain competitive, 
customer dictated, changes in customer demand, needed to 
achieve shorte; lead times, and increased flexibility.". 

Study participants were then asked to indicate, from their 
perspectives, the key accomplishments/milestones that must 
be reached to signify a "truly lean" operation. Again, re- 
sponses were varied; howev~r ,  a plurality of respondents cited 
" 100% buy-in throughout the organization" as key to becom- 
ing "truly lean." Other responses i~lclitded both quantitative 
and qualitative nletrics such as: 

reduced inventory levels, 

shortened lead times, minimized set-up/changeover times, 

the ability to produce what is needed when it is needed, 

0 100(% on-time shipments, 

contin~~ows flow, 

use of lean-based performance meastirements 

"culture change." 

Mean comparisons 

A major goal of lean manufacturing is to reditce lead timc, 
in many cases through inventory reduction. To test for signifi- 
cant differences in mean lead time between conlpanics in- 
volved in lean manufacturing and those not involved in lean 
inai~ufacturing, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was con- 
ducted at the 95 percent confidence lcvel (Table 1). A signifi- 
cant difference was ctetcctcd between '"lean" and "non-lean" 
companies, with a mean lead timc difkrence of roughly 10 
days. 

-Si~n~larly, an ANOVA was ~ ~ s e d  to test for differences in 
mean dry lulnber as well as ripped-chopped parts invcntorics. 
Both tests were conducted at the 95 percent confidence level 
(Table 1). No significant differences were detected between 
groups with respect to inventory levels either at the infecd or 
outfeed of the ro~igh 11iiI1. Therefore, shortened lead times re- 
sulting from inventoty reductions among "lean" companies 
appear unrelateci to the rough mill. i.e.. inventory reduction is 
taking place elsewhere in the valuc stream. 

ber ~nventory cornpanson, ANOVA rtpped-chopped part in- 
ventory comparison. 

-- -- - -- - -- -- -- - - - - 

Is your company ~ n \  olked 
In lean ~-tlanufactunng' 11 

-- -- 
Mcan Slgntftc-ance - - -  - -  

Lead t ~ m c  (da) i) 

No 

Yes 

Dry lumber (BF)  

No 

Ycs 

p a t s  ( R F )  

To deterntine whether companies involved in lean manu- 
facturing tended to be larger or smaller companicsifacilities, 
ANOVA was used to test for differences in number of em- 
ployees (a measure of companyifacility size) between compa- 
nies involved in lean manufacturing and those not involved in 
lean manufacturing. No difference was detected in employee 
size between "lean" and "non-lean" companies at the 95 per- 
cent confidence level. 

Benchmarking and performance measurement 

Study participants were asked to list the three to six rnost 
important performance metrics/measures!indicators by which 
performance is gauged in the rough mill. While a variety of 
responses were received, the rnost common (ordered accord- 
ing to frequency) were: 1) yield; 2 )  production output (tally/ 
quota); 3 )  throughput (BFIlabor hour); 4) labor cost (labor 
hours tised); and 5) quality (measured in various ways). Of 
somewhat lesser importance were: 1) do\vnstream denland 
slipply rate: 2) safety-related n~etrics; 3 )  overall equipment 
effectiveness (OEE or uptime); and 4) monetary value of parts 
produced. 

Similarly, respondents were asked to list the three to six 
most important performance or success areas for their opera- 
tions. This question differed from the previous one in that it 
asked for broader areas of performance relative to the overall 
business, whereas the previous question asked fbr specific 
metrics related to the rough mill. Again, a variety of responses 
were received; however, respondents overwhelmingly cited 
the "financial" aspect of the business as well as "customer 
satisfaction" as key to overall success. Of lesser iniportance 
were employee quality of work life, elnployee satisfaction, 
and continuous process improvement. 

Study participants were asked to select, from a list, all met- 
rics for which they compared their operation's performance to 
either beilchmarked perforn~ance levels in their incl~ist~y or in 
other industries (Fig. 6). Customer satisfaction. lead time. 
profit margins, on-time shipincilt rate, anct sales vol~ime are 
all benchmarked with relative frequclticy compared to others 
listed. Three of the top five benclvnarked inetrics are cus- 
tomer s e ~ ~ i c e  related, two are specifically time related. and 
two are focused on finallcia1 ~netrics. By contrast, metrics re- 

Interestingly. while not statistically different, contrary to lated to employee satisfaction were benchniarkcd relatively 
expectations, companies involved in lean implementatioil re- infrequently. iZlso of Interest, neither "yield," which was cited 
ported higher mean in\ento~-y levels In both categories: lum- as a top rough mill perfol-mance metric, nor "error-free ship- 
her and parts. However, it should be noted that standard de- ment rate." which relates to quality. were frequently bench- 
viation values were high for these measures. marked. 
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Benchmarked Metrics Activity Classification 
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Figure 6. - Benchmarked metics jfrequen- Figure 7. - Perceptions of value-added vs  wasteful activities 

cies). (frequencies). 

In an effort to better understand respondents' percep- 
tions of performance and understanding of key lean 
manufacturing concepts. participants were provided a list 
of activities a n i  asked to indicate whether each activity 
would be considered value-added or waste in their facilities 
(Fig. 7). 

In analyzing respondents' perceptions of value-added vs. 
waste in Figure 7, there appears to be some consensus on 
most listed activities. To clariTy, according to the frequencies 
reported, respondents seemed to agree that a majority of the 
listed activities were wasteful. However, some ambiguity is 
evident regarding expediting special orders, remanufacturing 
to increase yield, and batch production. Also of interest, there 
appears to be some contradiction in the general perception 
that rei~lanufacturing to increase yield is a value-added activ- 
ity, which by its nature may generate more low-demand parts 
that tend to increase work in process (WIP), while WIP inven- 
toxy accumulation as a result of maximizing yield is perceived 

concepts. It is unlikely that culture change and the work lead- 
ing up to it would be accomplishable in a period of 30 months, 
particularly if the change is a considerable departure from the 
organization's status quo as lean manufacturing might be to 
some. Therefore, implementation could be collstrained by a 
need for more in-depth training in lean concepts, tools, and 
techniques, as well as rnore generic training in organizational 
change. 

Interestingly, there appeared to be some ambiguity with re- 
spect to what is waste and what is value-added in wood prod- 
ucts manufacturing and on the topic of "yield" there appears 
to be some contradiction. That is, renlanuhcturing to increase 
yield is perceived, by most, as value-added, while the accu- 
mulation of WIP or "off fall" resulting from yield maximiza- 
tion is viewed as waste by most. A true understanding of lean 
manufacturing and its benef-its begins with a clear understand- 
ing of value-added vs. wastefill activities frorn the perspective 

- .  

as wasteful. of the custo~tler. 

Summary and concluding discussion 
The need for lean man~ifacturing and sirnilar approaches 

designed to closely align production with demand is clear 
frorn the study results. Overall lead time in the industry ranged 
from I to 5 weeks and the average respondent reported over 
2,000 unique SKUs in the rough mill alone. With this type of 
demand amid ever shorter lead time requirements, the need 
for manufacturing flexibility is paramount in satisfying cus- 
tomers. 

h'foreover, study res~llts suggest that, while lean manu- 
facturing is being implemented to some degree in the second- 
ary industry. lcan thinking does not appear to be permeating 
the rougl~ mill. This 1s evidenced by several key findings in 
the study: 1 )  of those companies invol-cecl in lean, nearly 85 
percent have not irnplelnented it in the rough mill; 2 )  while a 
significant difference in lead time between "lean" and 
"non-1ea11" companies was detected, no significant differ- 
ences were detected in rough mill invento~y levels between 
the two groups, suggesting that lead time reduction is occur- 
ring elsewhere in the val~ie stream; and 3) respondents noted 
several impediments to lean ~nanufach~ring In the rough mill. 
e.g., misal~gncd perfomlance metrics and machinery con- 
straints. 

Considering the time that tke industry has been incolved in 
lean manufacturing, 30 months on average, ~t is unclear as to 
the depth of understandi~lg of lean r~lanuhcttlring tools and 

To put the effects of waste in perspective, consider thc fol- 
lowing. The average respondent reported holding roughly 286 
MBF of dried lumber at the rough mill infeed and roughly 225 
MBF of ripped-chopped parts at the rough mill outfeed. This 
equates to roughly the output capacity of 13 50-MBF dry 
kilns, approximately 6 kiln charges in dried lumber, and 7 kiln 
charges in parts, assuming a rough mill yield of 60 percent. 
Respondents reported, on average, that 33 percent of rough 
mill production was "low demand" parts. Therefore, roughly 
75 MBF of those parts, nearly 125 MBF of dried lumber or 2.5 
kiln charges considering a 60 percent yield factor, can be clas- 
sified as wasted capacity both in the rough mill and back up- 
stream 11s the dry kilns. 

From another perspcctive, assuming an average r o ~ ~ g h  
mill output of 30 MBF per shift and an average of 176 
labor-hours (LH) (22 people x 8 hr), an average production 
of 170 BFILH can be assumed (30 MBF: 176 LH). Di-ciding 
75 MBF (33% of parts inventory) by 170 BFiLH equates 
to 441 wasted labor hours producing "low demand" parts. 
At $lO/LH, the company is investing nearly $4.500 per 
shift in labor alone to produce parts that are not meeting de- 
mand. 

Frotn a pcrfomiance measurement perspective. financial 
lnctrics are most important at the business level. while yield 
and production output appear most ilnportant at the rough mill 
level. The success of lean tllanufacttiring in~plementation of- 
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ten hinges on decisions niade at the senior management letel 
where financial return on investment is a key driver in 
decision making. Therefore, the benefits of lean manufac- 
turing and similar types of improvement initiatives must 
be translated into financial terms to achieve upper level buy-in 
and guide decision making at the organizational level. 
Perhaps a shift away from efficiency-based performance 
measures toward more effectiveness-based measures is 
needed. 

In sunzrnary, lean manufacturing concepts appear to be tak- 
ing hold in the secondary industry and study results reveal that 
compa~lies involved in lean manufacturing are shortening or- 
der-to-delivery lead times. However, not unlike other indus- 
tries, there is evidence of a variety of barriers to full imple- 
mentation in the secondary wood products industry. These 
barriers must be identified and action taken to overcome them 
before the full benefits of lean manufacturing can become re- 
ality in the industry. 
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